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Abstract 
Silverberg, A and Yu.G. Zarhin, lsogenies of abelian varieties, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 
90 (1993) 23-37. 
We discuss the question of when two polarized abelian varieties with partial level structure, which 
are isogenous and are defined over a given field F, are F-isogenous as abelian varieties without 
structure. 
1. Introduction 
If X and Y are abelian varieties defined over a field F, and isogenous over some 
extension of F, then X and Y are not necessarily isogenous over F itself, although they 
are necessarily isogenous over F(X,, Y,), whenever n 2 3 and y1 is not divisible by the 
characteristic char(F) of F (see Theorem 2.4 of [7]). In particular, if Q, and Q2 are 
abelian varieties with full level y1 structure, defined over a field F, n 2 3, and n is 
not divisible by char(F), then every homomorphism from Qi to Q2 must be defined 
over F. 
In this paper we examine the situation of polarized abelian varieties with partial 
level n structure, corresponding to maximal isotropic subgroups of X, and Y, with 
respect to the en-pairings induced by the polarizations. The question is under what 
conditions isogenous polarized abelian varieties with partial level structure will be 
isogenous (at least as abelian varieties) over the ground field. The general setting in 
which we work is given in the following definition. 
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Definition 1.1. The condition 1(n) will mean that the following situation (a)-(h) holds: 
(a) X and Y are abelian varieties defined over a field F, 
(b) n is a positive integer not divisible by char(F), 
(c) f: X + Y is an isogeny of degree prime to n, 
(d) p is a polarization on Y, 
(e) Fn is a subgroup of Y,, defined over F, and containing a maximal isotropic 
subgroup of Y, with respect to the en-pairing induced by p, 
(f) d, is a subgroup of X,, defined over F, such that the restriction off to 6, is an 
isomorphism from r?, onto yn defined over F, 
(g) L is a finite Galois extension of F over which f is defined, 
(h) A is the polarization on X defined by i = IfpJ 
In Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6 we give conditions under which the abelian varieties of 
1(n) will be isogenous over the ground field, or under which the initial isogeny f of I(n) 
will be defined over the ground field (see also Theorem 5.2, Proposition 1.9, and 
Remarks 5.4, 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3). We prove these results in Sections 5, 6, and 7. 
Our major auxiliary results which enter into the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. These results can be viewed as variations on Serre’s Lemma 
(which states that automorphisms of abelian varieties which have finite order and are 
congruent to the identity modulo an integer greater than or equal to 3, must be the 
identity). In Section 3 we give generalizations of Serre’s Lemma and of Minkowski’s 
Theorem on integral matrices; we use results and ideas from Section 3 in Section 4. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose we have I(n) some n 2 5, EndL( Y) az Q is commutative, and 
the degree of the polarization p is relatively prime to n. Then X and Y are isogenous over 
F. Further, the isogeny f is defined over every extension of F over which ail elements of 
EndL( Y) are dejined. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n 2 5, the polarization p is defined over L, 
End,(Y) = End,(Y), and the Rosati involution induced on End,(X) ozQ by the 
polarization /z is defined over F. Then f is dejned over F. 
Remark 1.4. If (X, A) is a polarized abelian variety defined over a field F, then the 
Rosati involution on End(X) Oz Q induced by A is defined over F. 
Remark 1.5. Suppose X is an abelian variety defined over a field F, and L is a Galois 
extension of F. If End,(X) oZ Q either is commutative or is a totally definite division 
quaternion algebra over a totally real number field, then it has a unique positive 
involution, and therefore the Rosati involution is always defined over F in these cases. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n not dividing [L: F12, and suppose the 
polarizations i and p are dejined over thefield F. Then X and Y are isogenous over F. In 
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particular, the homomorphism ~aeGa,o,F, a(f) is an F-isogeny from X onto Y, whose 
restriction to X, n 2” is an isomorphism onto Y, n Fn, where t is the largest divisor of 
n relatively prime to [L: F]. 
Remark 1.7. Propositions 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 of [7] show how to construct (CM) elliptic 
curves with points of finite order, defined over a number field F, which have isogenies 
onto themselves that are not defined over F. These give examples which satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorems 1.2 and 1.6, but such that the isogenies f are not themselves 
defined over F. 
Remark 1.8. If we impose additional hypotheses, we can obtain results for n = 3 or 4. 
For example, with the assumptions I(n), n 2 3, F” = Y,, and EndL( Y) commutative, 
our proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that X and Y are isogenous over F. 
Proposition 1.9 (proved in Section 8) gives a result valid for n 2 4. Write pp for the 
Rosati involution on End(Y) oZ Q induced by the polarization p. 
Proposition 1.9. Suppose we have I(n) for some n, the polarizations p and A are defined 
over F, and every aEEnd,(Y)OzZ [l/deg(f)] such that p,(cc)cc = 1 is defined over F. 
Then f is defined over F if in addition, either 
(a) n 2 5, or 
(b) n 2 4 and fn E (Z/nZ)b for some b. 
2. Preliminaries 
Standard notation. If F is a field, then Fs denotes a separable closure and Fdenotes an 
algebraic closure. We have F G Fs E l? A set C or a map g which is defined over Fs 
will be defined over F if and only if it is Gal(F “/F)-invariant (see [9, pp. 76 and 1861). 
If Y is an abelian variety, write Y, for the kernel of multiplication by n in Y(F), write 
End(Y) for the ring of endomorphisms of Y, and let 
End’(Y) = End(Y) @zQ. 
If n is not divisible by char(F), then Y, is a free @Z-module of rank 2dim( Y), and 
Y, c Y(F”). If Y is defined over a field L, write EndL( Y) for the ring of endomor- 
phisms defined over L, and let 
End:(Y) = EndL(Y)@,Q 
Further, if X is also an abelian variety, let 
Hom’(X, Y) = Hom(X, Y) @zQ. 
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If c( is a homomorphism between abelian varieties which are defined over a field F, 
then CI is defined over a finite separable extension of F (see [l, p. 258, Corollary 11). If 
a E Horn (X, Y) is an isogeny, then a ’ denotes the unique element CI’ of Hom’(Y, X) 
such that ~(a’ = 1 and U’C( = 1. If X* and Y* are the Picard varieties of abelian 
varieties X and Y, and CI E Horn’ (X, Y), then ‘c( E Horn’‘’ Y *, X *) denotes the trans- 
pose of CI (see [2, p. 1241 or [6, p. 31). If cc~Hom(X, Y), then ‘~(~Horn(Y*,x*) 
satisfies ‘cc(Cl(D)) = Cl(a- l(D)) whenever D is a divisor on Y, algebraically equivalent 
to zero, and such that 01~ i(D) is defined, where Cl denotes the divisor class in the 
Picard variety. Polarizations on Y will be viewed as isogenies from Y onto Y*. 
If Y is an abelian variety defined over a field F, p is a polarization on Y, n is 
a positive integer not divisible by char(F), and ,u,, is the Gal(F”/F)-module of nth 
roots of unity in F ‘, then the e,-pairing induced by the polarization p, 
e a,“: Kx r,+p, 
(see [S, Paragraphe 751) is a skew-symmetric bilinear map which satisfies: 
(1) a(e,,,(yi T ~2)) = e,(,),, (a(~~), a(~,)) for every aEGal(F”IF) and yl,y2e Y,, 
(2) if f: X + Y is a homomorphism of abelian varieties, 2 and p are polarizations 
on X and Y, respectively, and i = ‘_fpJ then 
e,,,(fbl ),fb2)) = eknbj ~2) 
for every xl,x2~Xn, 
(3) if n is relatively prime to the degree of p, then the pairing e,,, is non-degenerate. 
Additional details may be found in [2], [4], [6], and [S]. 
Additional notation. If X and Y are abelian varieties defined over a field F, f: X + Y 
is an isogeny, L is a Galois extension of F over which f is defined, and r~ E Gal (L/F), 
let 
Remark 2.1. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n. Since n is relatively prime to the degree 
of fT for c E Gal (L/F) we can view f and o(f) as isomorphisms from X, onto Y,. 
Further, by 1.1(f) we can view fO as an automorphism of Y, which induces the identity 
on F”,. 
Write Z,(Y) for the center of the semi-simple Q-algebra EndE( Y). 
If ,u is a polarization on Y, write pp for the Rosati involution on End’(Y) induced 
by p, i.e., for a E End”( Y), 
p,(cc) = p-l’ap. 
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n, and II and p are dejined over thejeld F. 
Then: 
(a) for every g E Gal (L/F) and xi, x2 E X,, we have 
e,,“(o(f)(xl),o(f)(x2)) = e,,.U”(xlLf(x2)), 
(b) for every a~Gal(LlF) and y,, y2~ Y,, we have 
e,,nCf11(Y~)T~2) = e,,.(yl,f,(y2)), 
(c) for every ~EG~I(L/F), we have 
(f,‘-l)Y,s f,,, (fO--l)Y,~ F,,, and (f,-1)2Y,=0, 
(d) for every o E Gal (L/F ), we have pr ( fO)fO = 1. 
Proof. Since il and p are defined over F, we have for every (T E Gal (F “IF), 
qAfh),f(x2)) = e2,dxl,x2) = 4ei,,(a-‘xl,~-‘x2)) 
= o(e,,.(f(o-‘xl),f(O-‘x2))) 
=e P.n(wNXl)> 4f)(x2)), 
and this proves (a). From (a), (b) immediately follows. If YE Y,, and JE f,,, then by (b), 
ep.t8((fC ’ - l)y, 3 = ep,& (fi - 1)J) = ep,n(y, 0) = 1. 
Since y,, contains a maximal isotropic subgroup of Y,, we have (fi ’ - 1) Y,, E Fn. 
Since (fb 1 - 1) Fn = 0, we similarly obtain (J, - 1) Y, c ?“. The final statement of(c) 
now follows since (fC - 1) f, = 0. The proof of (a) and (b) shows that if 1 is a prime 
dividing n, then for all positive integers r and all y,, y, E Y,,, we have 
qdf”b1(yl)~~2) = e,,dyl,fo(y2)). 
Since the Rosati involution is the adjoint with respect to the non-degenerate induced 
pairing on the Tate modules 
e,,lc: T,(Y)x T,(Y)-* i&(l) = @ pl,., 
we have pB(fb) =f; ‘, proving (d). 0 
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Remark 2.3. Suppose we have I(n) for some n > 2d(deg(f))zd, where d = dim(Y), 
suppose the polarizations 1 and p are defined over F, and suppose Fn z (Z/nZ)b for 
some b. Then f is defined over F. The idea of the proof is given in Section 3.4.4 of [lo], 
and runs as follows. Since /1. and ,u are defined over F, we have p = ‘fC& for every 
aeGal(L/F). Letting g = deg(f)f,EEnd,(Y), then Pr(g)g = (deg(f))‘. The charac- 
teristic polynomial of g is uniquely determined by the traces Tr(gi) for 1 2 i I 2d. By 
the Proposition on p. 203 of [4], g is semisimple and all its eigenvalues have absolute 
value equal to deg (f). Therefore, 
ITr(g’)l i 2d(deg(J))‘. (1) 
By Lemma 2.2(c) we have (fO - 1) Y, E fn. Since F” g (Z/nZ)” and (fO - 1) Fn = 0, we 
have Tr(fL - l)EnZ[l/deg(f)] for i = 1,. . . ,2d, and therefore 
Tr(g’) = 2d(deg(f))’ (mod n). (2) 
If n > 2d(deg(f))2d, then by (1) and (2) we must have Tr(g’) = 2d(deg(f))‘= 
Tr((deg(f))‘). Therefore g = deg(f), so f0 = 1 for all g, and f is defined over F. 
3. Generalizations of Serre’s Lemma and Minkowski’s Theorem 
Recall that Serre’s Lemma [S, pp. 17-19, Theorem] says that if Y is an abelian 
variety, tl is an element of End ( Y) of finite order, 3 2 n E Z, and a - 1 E n End ( Y), then 
a = 1. In Theorem 3.1 we give a generalization of Serre’s Lemma (one obtains Serre’s 
Lemma by taking k = r = i(1) = 1 in Theorem 3.1 below). Let 
N(k) = {prime powers 1” ( 0 I m(1 - 1) I k} 
For example, N(1) = { 1,2}, N(2) = {1,2, 3,4}, and N(3) = { 1,2, 3,4,8j. 
Theorem 3.1. If Y is an abelian variety, n, k, r, and M are positive integers such that 
n$ N(k) and (r, n) = 1, a is an element of End(Y) @QZZ [l/r] such that uM = 1, 
i(l), . . , i(k) are integers relatively prime to M, and 
fi (a’(j)-l)~n(End(Y)@,Z[l/r]), 
j= 1 
thence= 1. 
Since z has finite order, Q [a] is a semisimple commutative subalgebra of End’(Y) 
and therefore is a direct sum of number fields. To prove Theorem 3.1 it suffices to 
prove the following lemma (see also [4, p. 2071). 
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Lemma 3.2. If [ is an Mth root of unity in C, n, k, and r are positive integers such that 
n$ N(k) and (r, n) = 1, 0 is the ring of all algebraic integers in C, i(l), . . . , i(k) are 
integers relatively prime to M, and 
then [ = 1. 
Proof. If 1 is a prime dividing M, then 
([M/l)j _ 1 = ([j _ I)(1 + [j + 12’ + . . . +i 
j(MIl~ 1) 1, 
and therefore, replacing i by CM/‘, we can assume the exact order of [ is a prime 
number 1. We know that the prime ideal above I in the ring of integers of Q(i) is 
generated by any one of the [” - 1, for a = 1,. . . , 1 - 1. Therefore, 
l-l 
rJl (i” - 1) “En’-‘(O[l/r]). 
If @I is the Ith cyclotomic polynomial, then 
1-l 
I= @I(l) = n ([” -1). 
ll=l 
Therefore, Ik in’- ’ (0 [l/r]). Since (r, n) = 1, this gives that n'- ’ divides Ik. Therefore, 
n is a prime power of the form 1” with m(1 - 1) I k. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose Y is an abelian variety, n and r are relatively prime integers, and 
a is an element of End(Y) gz! Z [l/r] ofj ru e multiplicative order. Then: ‘t 
(a) ifk is a positive integer, n$ N(k), and (a - l)k~n(End( Y) @,Z[l/r]), then CI = 1, 
(b) ijn 2 5 and (a -1)2En(End(Y)@,h[l/r]), then CI = 1, 
(c) ifn 2 5 and (a -l)(a-’ -l)En(End(Y)@,Z[l/r]), then c( = 1. 
Proof. Case (a) is Theorem 3.1 with i(1) = . . = i(k) = 1. Case (b) is case (a) with 
k = 2. Case (c) is Theorem 3.1 with k = 2, i(1) = 1, and i(2) = - 1. Note that case (c) 
also follows from case (b), since CI- ’ - 1 = - (c( - l)cc- ‘. 0 
A similar result to Lemma 3.2 holds with @[l/r] replaced by M,(Z[l/r]) and 
[ replaced by a matrix in GL,(Z [l/r]) of order dividing M. Such a result can be 
viewed as a generalization of Minkowski’s Theorem [3] which says that an integral 
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matrix of finite order, which is congruent to the identity matrix modulo an integer 
n 2 3, must be the identity matrix. In Section 4 we will make use of the following 
related lemma, which follows from simple divisibility arguments. Write I, for the g x g 
identity matrix, and Z, for the ring of 2-adic integers. 
Lemma 3.4. Zf A EGO, is a matrix of$nite order, 0 I b 5 g, and /I is a b x (g -b) 
matrix over Z2 such that 
then A=Z,. 0 
4. Variations on Serre’s Lemma 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Y is an abelian variety, n and r are relatively prime positive 
integers, and n is not divisible by the characteristic of afield of definition for Y. Suppose 
CI is an element of End(Y)@,Z[l/r] (and th ere ore a induces an endomorphism of Y,), f
u hasfinite multiplicative order, and ?n is a subgroup of Y, on which o! induces the identity 
map. Then CI = 1, provided that one of the following conditions (a), (b), (c), or (d) holds: 
(a) n 2 5, p is a polarization on Y, LY commutes with p,(a) in End’(Y), and yn contains 
a maximal isotropic subgroup of Y,, with respect to e,.,, 
(b) n25and(cr-l)Y,,c f”, 
(c) n 2 4, Fn is isomorphic to (Z/nZ)b for some b, and (a - 1) Y, c f,,, 
(d) n 2 3 and Y, = Y,. 
Proof. With assumptions as in case (a), let E be Q[q p,(a)], a commutative 
Q-subalgebra of End’(Y) stable under the action of pp. Then E is semisimple (since it 
has a positive involution, p,), E is a direct sum of totally real number fields and 
CM-fields, and p,, acts on E by complex conjugation (i.e., as the identity on the totally 
real fields and by complex conjugation on the CM-fields). (See also [4, p. 2041.) Now 
we have pp (IX) CY = 1, since pa (CI) c1 is positive and of finite order. Since o! has finite order, 
wehaveaPIEEnd(Y)@,Z[l/r],socc - ’ induces an endomorphism on Y,, . For y E Y, 
and FE ?,, we have 
ep.JW1 - I)Y, 9 = ew,n((p,(4 - l)y, 3 = e,,,(y,(u - 1)j) 
= ep,n(Y, 0) = 1. 
Since FR contains a maximal isotropic subgroup of Y,,, we have (u-i - 1) Y,, s ?$. 
Therefore we have (a - l)(a-’ - 1) Y,, = 0, and case (a) follows by applying Corol- 
lary 3.3(c). Case (b) follows from Corollary 3.3(b). For case (c), it suffices to treat the 
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case n = 4. Case (c) then follows from Lemma 3.4, by viewing CI as a matrix of finite 
order in GLZ1(ZZ), where d = dim(Y). Case (d) is Serre’s Lemma. 0 
Suppose Y is an abelian variety, p is a polarization on Y, and E is a commutative 
Q-subalgebra of End’(Y) stable under the action of pp. Then E is a direct sum of 
totally real number fields and CM-fields, and we define a minimal idempotent of E to be 
an idempotent p of E such that pE is a field. Let A! be the set of minimal idempotents 
of E. Then E = BpeMpE. Let pY be the abelian variety which is RpY for every 
positive integer R such that RpcEnd(Y). Then Y(F) = xPEApY(F). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 combines elements of the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and 
Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Y is an abelian variety, ,u is a polarization on Y, 5 I neZ, n is 
not divisible by the characteristic of afield of definition for Y and is relatively prime to 
the degree of the polarization p, E is a commutative CL!-subalgebra of End’( Y) stable 
under the action of pp, and JA? is the set of minimal idempotents of E. Suppose 
CI E E n (End(Y) @ Z[ l/r]) for some integer r relatively prime to n, f,, is a subgroup of 
Y, which contains a maximal isotropic subgroup of Y, with respect to the pairing ep,n, 
and CI induces the identity map on Y,. Suppose p E .M and per is an element offinite order 
in the number$eld pE. Then pa = p (i.e., pa = 1 in 
Proof. If pal # 1 in pE, then, replacing CI by a power of tx if necessary, we can assume pa 
has prime order, say q, in pE. Let 1 be a prime dividing n, and let 
T(1) = PV,(Y) n T,(Y). 
Let Lo, = & [per] = Z,[[], where [ is a primitive qth root of unity. Since p is an 
idempotent, pa acts on p Vt (Y) as ct does. Since r and n are relatively prime, CI acts on 
Tt( Y). Therefore, paT(1) = MT(~) = T(l), and T(1) is a free 01-module of positive rank. 
Let 
Y(n) = T(l)/n T(1). 
We can view Y(n) as a subgroup of Y,. Since n is relatively prime to the degree of 11, we 
can view p,(a) as an endomorphism of Y,,. For ye Y, and JE yn we have 
e,,n((p,(4 - l),y, 9 = ep,&, (u - l).F) = e,,.(y,O) = 1. 
Since Fn contains a maximal isotropic subgroup of Y,, we have 
h(+11)Y(n) s (P,@)--l)K c E. 
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and thus 
(c! - l)(p,(cr) - 1) T(I) G nT(l). 
Now CI acts on T(1) as [ does, and p,(x) acts on T(I) as cm1 does. Therefore, 
(( - l)([_’ - 1) T(I) G nT(l). (3) 
The proof now proceeds in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 3.2. If q # I, then the 
left side of (3) is T(I), and the right side is contained in IT(I), giving a contradiction. 
Therefore, q = 1 for all primes 1 dividing n. We can therefore write q = 1 and n = I’. Let 
9 be the prime ideal of Q(c) = Q(pcc) above 1. Then 
(I) = 9’- l and S=([j-1) forj= 1,. . . ,I-1. 
By (3) we now have 
TTY* T(I) G nT(l) = VT(l) = @(l-1’ T(l). 
Therefore i(l - 1) I 2, and so II = 1’ I 4, contradicting our assumption on n. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Recall that Z,(Y) denotes the center of EndF( Y), and that forf: X + Y an isogeny 
of F-abehan varieties, and L a Galois extension of F over which f is defined, we write 
fb =fa(f)-’ E EndF( Y), if CJ EG~~(L/F). Further, let (P/,~ denote the isomorphism 
~p~,~: End:(Y); End!(X) 
defined by ‘ps, L(~) = f _ ’ uf: 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose X and Y are ahelian varieties dejined over a,field F, f: X + Y is an 
isogeny, and L is a Galois extension of F over which f is dejined. Then cp/,L is dejined 
over F if and only if fb EZ~( Y) for every aeGal(L/F). 
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Proof. The isomorphism (P~,~ is defined over L. It is defined over F if and only if 
(P/,L(U) = ~GPS.LWIW) (4) 
for every 0 E Gal (L/F) and u E End! ( Y). Now (4) is equivalent to fJ ’ ufo = u, and the 
result follows. 0 
By Lemma 5.1, Theorem 1.2 will be proved once we know the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose we have Z(n)f or some n 2 5, the map (P~,~ is defined over F, and 
the degree of p is relatively prime to n. Then X and Y are isogenous over F. Further, the 
isogeny f is defined over every extension of F over which all elements of Z,( Y) are 
defined. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Assume I(n) for some n 2 5, and suppose (P~,~ is defined over F and the degree of 
p is relatively prime to n. We will apply Theorem 4.2 with E = Z,(Y). By Lemma 5.1, 
we know ~,EZ~( Y) for every ~EG~~(L/F). If p EA!, let E, be the field 
pZ,(Y) = pE c Z,(Y), and let 
G, = {aEGal(L/F) I o(p) = p}. 
If g E G,, then o(E,) = E,; so G, acts on E,. Let 
Gz = ker (G, -+ Aut (E,)). 
Clearly, G,/Gz acts faithfully on E,. Let F(p) be the subfield of L fixed by G,. 
Lemma 5.3. If PEA%‘, then there exists an element v EE; n End,(Y) such that the 
homomorphism vf is defined over the field F(p). 
Proof. The map gP: G, -+ E,” defined by g,(o) = pfO defines a cocycle, and therefore 
a cohomology class in H ‘(G,, E,” ), since fO EZ~( Y) = E. Consider the inflation-re- 
striction exact sequence: 
l--t H’(G,/G;, (E;)G+ H’(G,, E;)+ H’(G;, E;). (5) 
The left term is trivial by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. The last term is Hom(GF, E,” ). 
Therefore g,(a) is an element of finite order in E," , if Q is in the finite group Gi. 
Applying Theorem 4.2 with CI = fb for each 0 E Gz, we see that gP is trivial on G," . By 
(5), gP is now a coboundary, so there exists an element UE E,” such that for every 
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o E G,, gp(a) = v- ’ a(v). After multiplying if necessary by a positive integer, we can 
assume that v E E,” n EndL( Y). Now for rr E G,, 
v-l o(v) = g&T) = pfo = pfo(f)- I. 
Therefore, viewing v as an element of EndL( Y), we have a($) = vpf: Since VE E,, 
we have up = v. Therefore, a(qf) = of for all OE G,, and so of is defined over 
F(P). 0 
Remark 5.4. If we have 1(n) for some n 2 5, and Endz( Y) is a field, then X and Y are 
isogenous over F, even without assuming (deg(p), n) = 1. This is true because when 
EndF( Y) is a field we can apply Theorem 4.1 rather than Theorem 4.2 in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3, and Lemma 5.3 then gives an element v E EndL( Y) such that vf is an 
F-isogeny from X onto Y. 
Let S be the set of Gal(L/F)-orbits in &?. Choose one representative from each orbit 
j E S, to obtain a finite set { pj ( j E S} of minimal idempotents such that 
.,H = {a( jES and aEGal(L/F)}. 
By Lemma 5.3, for each j E S there is an element Vj E Ez n EndL ( Y) such that Uj f is 
defined over F(pj). After multiplying vj by a positive integer if necessary, we can 
assume that for every r~ E Gal(L/F) we have Oft ’ E End,(Y). Fix one such Uj for 
eachjES. If c6Gal(L/F) and p = a(pj)E&, let h, = a(vj,f). 
Then h, is well-defined, since for O(pj) = Z(pj) with 0, reGal(L/F), we then have 
r- ‘a E G,. Since uj f is defined over F (pj), and F (pj) is the fixed field of G,, we have 
C’G(Vjf) = Vjf; SO a(Vjf) = T(Ujf). 
Further, hrcpl = z(h,), for zeGal(L/F) and PEA. Let h = xpsMhhp. Then h is 
defined over F, since 1 phi h, is Gal(L/F)-invariant and h = ~,~S(~pE, hp). We will 
show that h is an isogeny from X onto Y. 
For p E A, let u, = hJ ’ E End:(Y). 
Lemma 5.5. For every p E A’, we have U,E E,” n EndL( Y) c Z,(Y). 
Proof. Writing p = a(pj) with jES and aEGal(L/F), then u,= o(Vjf)f-’ = 
I f~ ‘. Therefore, by the choice of vj, we have Z+E End,(Y). We know VjE Ei = 
(PjE)” and f6EEX. Therefore, up= a(vj)f~‘EO(pj,)xEX =(pE)“E” = Ei. 0 
Let v = cps”& %JE opsx E,” = E ’ = Z,(Y)‘. Then h = vf is an F-isogeny from 
X onto Y. Therefore f is defined over every extension of F over which v is defined, and 
we have Theorem 5.2. 0 
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6. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose Y is an abelian variety defined over afield F, p is a polarization on 
Y, L is ajeld extension of F over which p is defined, and EndL( Y) = End,(Y). Then p is 
defined over F. 
Proof. By [6, p. 27, Proposition 111, Y has a polarization cp defined over F. Then 
p- ’ cp l EndF( Y) = EndF( Y), and therefore p is defined over F. 0 
Lemma 6.2. If X is an abelian variety dejned over a field L, and A1 and A2 are 
polarizations on X defined over L whose induced Rosati involutions coincide on 
End:(X), then Ai1 A1 EZ~(X). 
Proof. Let a = & IA1 EEndE(X). Take any YE End:(X). The transpose map gives 
a natural isomorphism Ic/ : End:(X) 7 EndE(X*), where X* is the Picard variety of 
X. Let p = I,!- ‘(l,yA; l)~End:(X). By the equality of the Rosati involutions p1 and 
pz corresponding to A1 and &, we have 
Y = afw)~, = PZV) = A(B) 
= n,‘$(p)& = a-‘n,‘lj(fi)n,a = a-‘ya, 
i.e., y = a lycr for every y EEndE(X). Therefore, ~EZ~(X). 0 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose X is an abelian variety defined over afield F, 2 is a polarization on 
X, and L is a Galois extension of F over which 2 is defined. Let p be the restriction to 
End:(X) of the Rosati involution induced by A. If p is defined over F, then 
a(A)) ‘AEZ,(X) for every oeGal(L/F). 
Proof. Direct computation shows that if p is defined over F, then poCAj = pn on 
End:(X). By Lemma 6.2, we have a(A)- ’ 1 E ZL (X). 0 
We will now prove Theorem 1.3. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n 2 5, L is a finite 
Galois extension of F over which f and p are defined, EndL( Y) = EndF( Y), and the 
Rosati involution on End:(X) induced by the polarization A is defined over F. We will 
show f is defined over F. By Lemma 6.1, the polarization p is defined over F, and 
therefore a direct computation gives that p,( fO) fO = a( f )cr(A))’ Ao( f )- ‘. By 
Lemma 6.3, we have o(n)-‘n~Z~(X). Therefore, p,(f,)f,EZL(Y), so fO and p,(fn) 
commute in EndF( Y). Since EndL( Y) = EndF( Y), the map CJ H fO is an element of 
Horn (Gal (L/F ), (End: ( Y)) x ). Since Gal (L/F ) is a finite group, fb has finite multipli- 
cative order in End:(Y) = End; ( Y), for every o E Gal (L/F ). By Theorem 4.1, we have 
fO = 1. Therefore, f = o(f) for every oEGal(L/F), so f is defined over F. 0 
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Remark 6.4. 
n 2 5, the polarizations II and p are defined over L, End,(Y) = End,(Y), and 
EndL(X) = End,(X), then x A, and ,U are defined over F. 
7. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
In this section we will show that if we have Z(n), with n arbitrary, and the given 
polarizations A and p are defined over the ground field F, then the lack of an F-isogeny 
would imply that [L : F 1” is divisible by n. With assumptions as in Theorem 1.6, let 
h=C ocGalcL,Fj o(f). Then h is a homomorphism from X to Y defined over F, and we 
will show h is an isogeny. 
Let u = hfPIEEnd(Y)@Z[l/deg(f)]. Writing U, =fJ1 = o(f)f-i~End’(Y), 
then u = CaeGal(L,F&?. Since n is relatively prime to deg(f), we can view u as an 
endomorphism of Y,. If h is not an isogeny, then for every positive integer M not 
divisible by char(F) there is a point x~X of exact order M such that h(x) = 0. 
Considering the case M = n, and letting y = f(x), then y E Y, is a point of exact order 
n and u(y) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.2(c), (u, - 1) Y, s y,,. Therefore, (u, - 1)’ = 0 on Y,, and 
(u, - l)(u, - 1) = 0 on Y,, for every (r, r 6Gal(L/F). Let m = [L: F]. It follows that 
(u -m)* = 0 on Y,. This implies that (2m - u)u = m2 on Y,,. Since n does not divide 
m’, we obtain that for every point ye Y of exact order n, 
(2m - u)u(y) = m*y # 0. 
Therefore u(y) # 0, and h must be an isogeny. If x ET,,, then h(x) = mf(x). Therefore 
the restriction of h to X, n r?, has trivial kernel. 0 
Remark 7.1. Let L(f) be the smallest extension of F over which f is defined, i.e., the 
subfield of invariants of {o6Gal(L/F) ( o(f) =f}. Then the result of Theorem 1.6 
remains true if we replace [L: F] by [L(f): F] = # {Gal(L/F)f} and 
c 0&al(L,F ,0(f) bY CgeCal(L,F )/ 9. Note that L(f) is not necessarily Galois over F. 
Remark 7.2. Suppose we have Z(n) for some n 2 5, and we take the field L of 1.1(g) to 
be the smallest extension of F over which all the endomorphisms of X and of Y are 
defined. Then L is a finite Galois extension of F over which f, p, and A are defined, by 
Remark 6.4. Further, [L : F] is not divisible by any primes greater than 2dim(X) + 1. 
For an explicit integer that [L: F] must divide, in terms of dim(X) = dim(Y), see [7]. 
Therefore f is defined over an extension of F whose degree can be bounded in terms of 
dim(X). Moreover, we can conclude from Theorem 1.6 that if we have Z(n) with 
n sufficiently large (depending only on dim(X)), and if A and p are defined over F, then 
X and Y are F-isogenous. 
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Remark 7.3. Suppose X and Y are abelian varieties defined over a field F, f: X + Y 
is an isogeny, Y is F-simple, L is a finite Galois extension of F over which f is defined, 
and XEX is a point such that the order of f(x) does not divide [L: F] and such that 
~(f)(x) = j(x) for every aEGa1 (L/F). Then ~aeGa,CLIFj~(j) is an F-isogeny from X 
onto Y. 
8. Proof of Proposition 1.9 
Under the hypotheses in Proposition 1.9, consider 
gEH’(Gal(L/F),(EndF(Y))“) 
defined by g(o) = fv. By Lemma 2.2(d), we have p,(f,)fO = 1. Our hypotheses now tell 
us that the Gal(L/F)-action on the images of g is trivial. Therefore, 
gEHom(Gal(L/F), (End:(Y))“). S’ mce Gal(L/F) is a finite group, the element 
g(o) =fg has finite order, for every cr~Gal(L/F). By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.2(c), 
we have f0 = 1, so f is defined over F. 0 
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